JEFF BAKER
Kaiser Permanente - Product Manager, HMO Products
“Nelson has been instrumental in the work that I have been implementing
for several projects at the same time. His knowledge, attention to detail
and ability is second to none. Despite short deadlines and difficult
audiences, Nelson has always been able to get the job done! I truly value
the ability to have Nelson on a team with me.”

BRIAN BUKOVICH
Kaiser Permanente – Senior Product Manager
“During the time I have worked with Nelson I have been most impressed
with his keen ability to reduce ambiguity where it exists and his excellent
communication skill. Itʼs this unique combination that sets Nelson apart
from his contemporaries. For this reason alone, I would not hesitate to
recommend Nelson to any company needing his skills.”

OLGA MAZO
Kaiser Permanente – Senior Product Manager
“I have worked with Nelson Duffle for about a year on different marketing
communication projects. I can recommend him as a result-driven, creative
and customer-oriented marketing professional with a high level of work
ethics, ability to work independently and in teams, leverage his strong
interpersonal and communication skills, and strong business acumen.
Nelson has sound ability to handle multiple tasks, set priorities and meet
deadlines. His high level of professional maturity and integrity and the
ability to interact with internal and external senior management brought
him a quick recognition in the organization and respect among his
colleagues. He achieved strong grasp of Kaiserʼs strategies, market
positioning and products knowledge in a short time, and built strong
professional relationships with various departments. Itʼs been pleasure to
work with Nelson knowing that heʼs your business partner you can rely
upon and trust.”

ROB EAGAN
Fidelity Investments – Boston, Massachusetts
“Nelson and I worked together in sister groups at Fidelity. His ability to
grasp concepts, apply them to the broader customer base, as well
customizing them for his own clients always amazed me. Always the
ultimate gentleman, professional and owner of the "hardest working guy in
the office" award. Nelson and I collaborated on more than a few client
communications situations where he took my product knowledge and
translated this into an easily understandable communications package for
his client's 401(k) participants.”

